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Abstract
The 2018 technical examination project The Girl in the Spotlight aimed to characterise the materials and techniques
that Johannes Vermeer used to paint Girl with a Pearl Earring (c. 1665, Mauritshuis). Five research questions guided the
micro- and macro-scale analyses: What can we find out about layers beneath the surface? What steps did Vermeer
take to create the painting? Which materials did Vermeer use and where did they come from? Which techniques did
Vermeer use to create subtle optical effects? What did the painting look like originally, and how has it changed? This
paper concludes the special issue of Heritage Science by summarising the results and putting them in an art-historical
and materials history context. Non-invasive macroscopic imaging methods were used to examine the Girl, in conjunction with the (re)analysis of microscopic samples. Here, Vermeer’s painting techniques are revealed using microphotographs made using a high-resolution 3D digital microscope at 140× magnification (1.1 μm/pixel).
Keywords: Seventeenth century, Vermeer, Netherlands, Painting technique, Technical examination, Materials,
Pigments
Introduction
In 2018, Johannes Vermeer’s masterpiece Girl with a
Pearl Earring (c. 1665, Mauritshuis, Fig. 1) was examined
in front of the public at the Mauritshuis using state-ofthe-art imaging techniques, as part of the research project The Girl in the Spotlight [1]. Micro-samples taken
during the 1994 restoration treatment were reanalysed,
and four new samples were collected and analysed [2].
This concluding paper presents and summarises some
findings of the micro- and macro-scale examination
techniques applied to the painting. Results about specific
areas—the layers beneath the surface [3], the pigment
distribution [4], the Girl’s skin [5], her blue headscarf
[6], and the background [7]—are described in detail
in the preceding articles in this special issue of Heritage Science. Investigating the painting’s topography [8]
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and degradation products [9] are relevant to understand
how the painting has changed over time. This concluding paper seeks to answer five research questions posed
at the outset of the project, and considers them within a
(technical) art historical context.
What can we find out about layers beneath the surface?

Beneath the painted surface of Girl with a Pearl Earring
are the canvas, ground and underlayer(s) of paint [3].
The preparatory steps–stretching and sizing the canvas,
applying the grey ground, and producing pigments from
raw materials—were probably not done by Vermeer himself [3]. Archival research carried out in the 1990s found
that a range of artists’ materials, including pre-primed
canvases, were available in the Netherlands in Vermeer’s
time, and that some materials could have been purchased
locally in Delft [10, 11].
As part of the Girl in the Spotlight project, microscopic paint samples collected during the 1994 restoration treatment were re-examined, and four new samples
were taken from underrepresented areas [1, 2]. Analysing
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its colour: a light brown on the left (lit) side of the jacket,
and a darker brown-black on the right (shadow). At a
later stage, he applied the upper layers of paint on top,
leaving the dark underlayer in the shadow somewhat
visible through the thin paint. Vermeer applied the blue
paint layers in the Girl’s headscarf on top of the grey
ground on the left side, and on top of a black underlayer
on the right side [6]. Beneath the Girl’s face, the underlayers vary in colour: a light cream on the left side that faces
the light, and red-brown in the shadow on the right [5].
The dark background has a black underlayer, beneath a
green glaze [7].
For more information about the samples: [1, Additional
file 1: Appendix S1]. For sample locations: [1, Fig. 3].
Complementary information about pigment composition and distribution was obtained by examining the
painting using imaging methods, including: fluorescence
and reflectance imaging spectroscopy, macroscopic X-ray
fluorescence imaging, and X-ray powder diffraction
imaging.
Fig. 1 Johannes Vermeer, Girl with a Pearl Earring, c. 1665. MH670,
Mauritshuis, The Hague. Visible light photograph: René Gerritsen Art
& Research Photography. Locations of Figs. 2–10 are labelled with
boxes. For an online zoomable stitched 3D digital microphotograph
(×35, 4.4 μm/pixel), with details (×140, 1.1 µm/pixel): www.micro
-pano.com/pearl

samples mounted as cross-sections revealed the stratigraphy, thickness, and composition of these layers beneath
the surface (Table 1). Light microscopy of cross-sections
showed a rather simple buildup in most colour areas:
usually one or two underlayers, and one upper paint
layer. The interface between them is a distinct line, indicating that Vermeer left underlayers to dry before applying the upper layers.
To complement the visualisation of the stratigraphy
gained from the cross-sections, non-invasive imaging
technologies were used to identify and map materials in
sub-surface layers, without having to make physical contact with the painting [1]. The underlayers that contain
carbon could be detected using multispectral infrared
reflectography (MS-IRR). A combination of MS-IRR and
3D digital microscopy revealed that Vermeer painted fine
black outlines to delineate the perimeter of figure against
the dark background [3].
In the clothing, the light grey ground provided a neutral base tone, on top of which Vermeer painted in monochrome shades of brown and black to establish the areas
of light and shadow within the composition [3]. In the
Girl’s jacket—especially her shoulder—he applied the
underlayer with swift broad brushstrokes [3]. He varied

What steps did Vermeer take to create the painting?

It appears that Vermeer applied the underlayers rather
swiftly, with broad brushstrokes in most areas. He would
have waited until the underlayers were completely dry;
however, the black underlayer in the background would
have taken longer to dry than the brown underlayer
beneath the figure. Vermeer was a ‘slow’ painter: not in
his brushwork, but in his patient and deliberate application of each stage in the painting process. When applying the upper paint layers, Vermeer worked swiftly but
precisely; his surehandedness and accuracy are evident
in the virtuosic way he painted elements like the pearl
earring. He made some changes (pentimenti) during the
painting process, including: shifting the ear upwards,
adjusting the line between her cheek and the headscarf,
and softening the contour at the back of her neck [3].
The monochrome underlayers, now mostly hidden
beneath the surface, show that Vermeer seems to have
had the strong lighting in mind from the outset. Since
he had already laid in the modelling of light and shade,
he only needed to apply one or two paint layers on top
to achieve the desired effects. In the upper layers, he
appears to have worked on each colour area separately.
Where the colours overlap with each other it is possible
to determine which he painted first. However, in other
areas—like between the Girl’s face and the background–
there is a ‘gap’ between adjacent colours, which makes it
difficult to know the order of painting.
Based on examination under a stereomicroscope
and 3D digital microscope, it seems that Vermeer
worked rather systematically from background to foreground. The first paint layer that he applied on top of
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Table 1 Composition and layer stratigraphy in different areas of Girl with a Pearl Earring, identified from the (re)analysis
of samples, 2017–19
Area of painting/Reference

Description of layers (on top
of ground), and the pigments they
contain

Sample numbers

Analytical methods used to examine
samples, 2017–19
Not all samples were analysed
with every method

Background [3, 4, 7]

Green glaze: indigo, weld, chalk (substrate), lead white, red earth, dispersed
copper (presumably as drier)

5(B), 19(A), 21(A), 26(B), 34(B) FIB-STEM, FTIR-ATR, LM, SEM–EDX, THM-PyGC/MS, UHPLC-PDA-FLR

Black underlayer: mostly charcoal, relatively small amounts of: gypsum, chalk,
earth pigment, possibly alum (associated with a lake pigment)
Skin, highlight [3–5]

Pink layer: Lead white, vermilion, red lake,
yellow earth, ultramarine

40(A)

FIB-STEM, FTIR-ATR, LIA, LM, SEM–EDX,
µXRPD,

39(A)

FIB-STEM, FTIR-ATR, LIA, LM, SEM–EDX,
µXRPD

23(A), 41(A), 42(A)

FTIR-ATR, LM, SEM–EDX, UHPLC-PDA-FLR,
µXANES

28(A)

FTIR-ATR, LM, SEM–EDX

25(A)

FTIR-ATR, LM, SEM–EDX

Yellowish-cream underlayers: lead white,
yellow earth, occasional particles of red
lake, quartz, chalk, small carbon-based
black particles
Skin, shadow [3–5]

Pinkish-brown layer: lead white, yellow
earth, a little red lake, bone black
Red-brown layer: red lake, bone black,
yellow earth, vermilion
Dark brown underlayer: dark brown matrix
with red lake, bone black

Blue headscarf, shadow [3, 4, 6] Blue layer: ultramarine, lead white, very
little red lake, chalk (probably substrate
of yellow lake, now faded)
Black underlayer: charcoal
Yellow ‘tail’ of headscarf [3, 4]

Yellow layer: lead-tin yellow, yellow earth,
lead white, possibly substrate of yellow
lake
Dark underlayer: Carbon-based black
pigment (might not underlie the whole
area)

Yellow jacket, highlight [3, 4]

Yellow layer: yellow earth, lead white,
ultramarine
Brown underlayer: earth pigments including yellow earth, lead white, charcoal

Yellow jacket, shadow [3, 4]

Brown layer: yellow earth, ultramarine, red 7(B), 10(B), 11(A), 14(B), 22(A) FIB-STEM, FTIR-ATR, LM, SEM-EDX, SIMS,
lake, black
UHPLC-PDA-FLR, µXRPD
Dark brown underlayer: earth pigments,
red lake, charcoal, bone black

the underlayer(s) appears to be the greenish glaze in the
background [7]. Her skin—which itself was modelled in
several phases—was next, followed by the upper layers of
her clothing. Her yellow jacket preceded the white collar. Her headscarf was painted fairly late in the process:
first the light blue of the headscarf, then the yellows and
browns in the ‘tail’, then returning with a darker blue. In
the final stages of the painting process, Vermeer applied
some translucent glazes, and painted small highlights and
details (see question 4 below) [4–6]. The pearl earring
sits on the surface of the paint: a scumble creates the soft
counter-reflection from her white shirt, and a teardropshaped highlight was applied with thick impasto (Fig. 2).

Both were painted on top of the completed skin tone of
the Girl’s neck [4]. Presumably Vermeer applied his signature at the very end; the 3D microphotograph suggests
that it sits on top of the upper paint layer (glaze) of the
background (Fig. 3) [7].
Which materials did Vermeer use and where did they
come from?

The question of the geographic origin of the materials Vermeer used in Girl with a Pearl Earring can be
answered by bringing together new findings about the
composition of the painting, archival research (done in
the 1990s [11]), and current knowledge about the trade
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Fig. 2 Stitched 3D digital microphotograph (×140, 1.1 µm/pixel)
showing the pearl

of artists’ materials [12, 13]. The composition of the preparatory layers [3], pigments and binding medium of his
paints [4, 7] was characterised as part of the Girl in the
Spotlight project. The palette that Vermeer used in Girl
with a Pearl Earring includes: reds (vermilion and red
lake), yellows and browns (earth pigments, lead-tin yellow, yellow lake), blue (natural ultramarine and indigo),
blacks (charcoal and bone black) and white (lead white)
[3–7, 9]. Before being processed into fine powders and
sold by colourmen, apothecaries or grocers, these pigments originated from raw materials that came from
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different sources around the globe. Many of the pigments
available to seventeenth-century painters were mined
from the earth, then transported and traded; others were
made synthetically using chemical processes [12, 13].
Vermeer used lead white to paint the Girl’s collar, pearl
earring and eyes, and he mixed it with other colours [4].
Recent lead isotope analysis determined that the lead ore
used to make this pigment came from England [5]. Using
the ‘Dutch stack process’ method, the raw material was
turned into a useable pigment [14]. Remarkably, the pigment was further refined to produce at least two qualities
or grades of lead white [5].
Vermeer also selected different types of black pigments, which resulted in subtly different colour effects or
drying properties. Black pigments are made by charring
plant matter or bones; they could easily have been produced locally. Charcoal was identified as the main component in the underlayer of the background of the Girl
[7]. On top of this underlayer, he applied a green glaze
containing yellow and blue colourants. Weld, a yellow
dyestuff, is made from a plant (reseda luteola) that almost
certainly grew in the Netherlands [2]. It was precipitated
or adsorbed on an inert substrate (mainly chalk) to make
it into a colourant. The source of the blue dye component in the background is more complicated. Most indigo
identified in seventeenth-century paintings is derived
from the plant Indigofera tinctoria L., which was usually
imported from Asia, but also planted in the West Indies
in the second half of the sixteenth century [15]. Another
possible indigo source is Indigofera suffruticosa L., otherwise known as Guatemalan indigo. Indigo from the ‘New
World’ was available in the Dutch republic in the seventeenth century and the transatlantic trade facilitated by

Fig. 3 a Stitched 3D digital microphotograph (×140, 1.1 µm/pixel) showing the monogram in the signature. b Stitched 3D digital
microphotograph (35x, 4.4 μm/pixel) showing the whole signature. c The signature, traced from MA-XRF elemental maps [7]
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the Dutch West India Company made it cheaper than
indigo imported from Asia. Ship records from the 1670s
mention imported indigo from the Americas [16]. For
Girl with a Pearl Earring, the identification of the species
and geographic origin remains speculative.
Another colourant that came from the other side of the
globe is New World cochineal: otherwise known as Mexican or American cochineal. Insects that feed on prickly
pear cacti were crushed to extract a red dyestuff, which
had to be precipitated onto an inert substrate to be used
as a colourant [14]. Cochineal was also used to dye wool
and fabrics, so alternatively, the red dye could have been
extracted from wool shearings [11, 14]. In Girl with a
Pearl Earring, American cochineal (Dactylopius coccus
Costa.) was identified in her clothing, but the precise
source—extracted directly from the insect or from shearings—was not determined [6]. The other red pigment
identified in her skin—vermilion—was almost certainly
made synthetically within the Netherlands. In the seventeenth century, it was produced on a large scale, and
Dutch vermilion was especially prized for its quality [14].
Lead-tin yellow was also made synthetically, and may
have been abundantly available in Delft because it was
used to colour glass and ceramics [14]. This pigment was
identified in the border of the Girl’s headscarf for the first
time as part of this study (Fig. 4) [4]. In some shadows,
Vermeer incorporated a yellow lake, which has since
faded, but can be recognised by the remaining calcium
from the substrate [6, 7]. The other yellows and browns
in the painting are made of earth pigments, which could
have been sourced from one of many places in Europe.
The bright yellow on the light side of the Girl’s jacket is
primarily composed of yellow ochre (Fig. 5) [4].

Fig. 4 Stitched 3D digital microphotograph (×140, 1.1 µm/pixel)
showing the border of the headscarf. The dots were painted with
lead-tin yellow
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Fig. 5 Stitched 3D digital microphotograph (×140, 1.1 µm/pixel)
showing dots on the Girl’s yellow jacket

Vermeer is remarkable in his abundant use of an
expensive blue pigment: natural ultramarine [10]. In Girl
with a Pearl Earring, he incorporated it liberally into her
headscarf (Fig. 6), and also mixed into her jacket [4, 6].
The lapis lazuli available in the seventeenth century came
from a mountainous region in (what is now) Afghanistan.
Some sources mention that the lapis lazuli rock was first
heated before it was ground into a powder; this is most
likely the case in Girl with a Pearl Earring [6]. The process to make high-quality ultramarine was laborious and

Fig. 6 Stitched 3D digital microphotograph (×140, 1.1 µm/pixel)
showing overlapping layers in the blue headscarf
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time-intensive, and ultramarine of different grades and
prices could be produced. The large particle size, colour
intensity, and small amount of accessory minerals in the
Girl’s headscarf suggests that the ultramarine is of high
quality [6].
Previous archival research showed that Vermeer could
have purchased many of his materials locally, from apothecaries or grocers that specialised in painting materials
[11]. Surprisingly, ultramarine was not among the lists
of pigments in existing shop inventories [11]. Further
refinement of specific pigments—for instance, obtaining
different qualities of lead white using washing, heating or
levigation—could have been done by specialist colourmen, or by artists themselves [5]. In Vermeer’s studio,
each colour of paint would be prepared by grinding the
pigments in oil by using a muller on a slab of stone. In
fact, a 1679 inventory of Vermeer’s possessions made a
few months after his death mentions that a stone table to
grind colours on, along with the stone, were stored in his
attic [17].
In 1994, chromatographic analyses of a sample from the
background of the Girl found that the binding medium is
linseed oil, which is typical of seventeenth-century Dutch
paintings [2, 7]; however, recent chromatographic analysis revealed that a trace amount of rapeseed oil was also
present [18]. Perhaps it is the result of contamination; in
the seventeenth century, (wind) mills pressed oil from
different sources, and the mill may not have been thoroughly cleaned between pressings. It also found that the
oil used to paint the background was slightly heat-bodied, presumably to influence its rheological properties
and make it settle into a smooth, glossy paint film [7].
Raw materials from around the world converged in the
Netherlands as pigments and colourants, which eventually become incorporated into Girl with a Pearl Earring.
With the exception of his abundant use of natural ultramarine, Vermeer’s palette is rather typical for the seventeenth century. His innovation is demonstrated more
clearly by the ways he mixed and layered his paints.
Which techniques did Vermeer use to create subtle optical
effects?

By mixing different pigments, and/or layering different
paints on top of each other, Vermeer achieved a wide
range of colours with his palette. For example, the upper
layers of paint in the Girl’s jacket contain yellow ochre,
surprisingly mixed with ultramarine, and incorporating
lead white on the left (lit) side and red lake in the dark
shadow [4]. He applied only one or two layers of paint in
most areas. By varying the opacity and thickness of the
upper layers, sometimes even leaving the underlayers
(partially) exposed at the surface, he created subtle colour nuances (see question 1 above). The colour range was
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extended by applying translucent glazes on top of opaque
underlayers. In the background, Vermeer layered a green
glaze on top of a black underlayer to create a very dark
green colour (which has since degraded: see question 5
below) [2, 7]. One of the most surprising new findings is
diagonal painted lines found in the upper right corner,
and colour variations on the right side of the painting.
These suggest that the backdrop was originally a green
curtain [2, 7]. On the left side of the painting, the dark
background contrasts strongly with the Girl’s face; however, Vermeer created a soft contour between them by
leaving a gap between the two adjacent colour areas [3,
5, 7] (see question 2 above). This gives the impression of
light circulating around the side of her face [19].
Vermeer created the illusion of light falling on textured fabrics by applying clusters of small round dots.
Blue dots dapple the surface of the headscarf, and yellow
dots speckle the Girl’s jacket [6, 8]. In the Girl’s jacket,
one protrudes about 50 µm above the surrounding paint
(Fig. 7). Microscopic examination showed that some
dots overlap with each other: these double dots further
enhance the three-dimensional effect (Fig. 7). Tiny double brushstrokes applied as highlights on the Girl’s lips
and eyes give the illusion of moisture and life (Figs. 8, 9).
They contribute to the slightly blurry visual effect that
has been associated with Vermeer’s rendering of light.
Some scholars have used the dots as an argument that
Vermeer was inspired by—or worked directly from—the
view through a camera obscura [20].
The dots enliven the surface of the painting and give
the illusion of texture, but the exact type of material that
is depicted remains unclear. Vermeer painted other parts
of the composition—the left side of the Girl’s nose, for
example—with an astonishing vagueness, merely suggesting their form. In contrast, the eyes are more precise;
her eyelashes were visualised for the first time as part of
this study [5]. The smooth transitions of the skin in the
Girl’s face are the result of Vermeer’s deliberate attempts
to avoid sharp lines [18]. To create the imperceptible
transition from light to shadow in the Girl’s face, Vermeer probably used a soft dry brush to softly blend the
(slightly) wet paint from light to shadow [5]. Microscopic
examination found brush hairs embedded in the paint in
these transitional areas [5, 21].
Vermeer manipulated the paint with different sized
brushes at different stages of the painting process. In
the beginning, he applied underlayers in her clothing
with broad, rapid brushstrokes, as revealed in the infrared reflectograms [3]. For the background, he used vigorous strokes to apply the black underlayer, but as he
approached the figure and the edges of the canvas, he
worked more precisely, using smaller brushes and more
careful strokes [3, 7]. When Vermeer applied the upper
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Fig. 7 a Stitched 3D digital microphotograph (×140, 1.1 µm/pixel) showing ‘double dots’ in the Girl’s yellow jacket; the topographical profile
shown in b is indicated with a line. In the lower left, the brown underlayer is visible where the yellow upper paint layer is thin. In the lower right is a
retouching. b Topographical profile. Z-axis stretched ×10 in relation to other axes. The height of the larger yellow dot is measured in relation to the
surrounding paint. c 3D view of a, tilted at 50o beta viewing angle. Z-axis stretched ×4 in relation to other axes. d Topographical map of c. e Scale
bar for d

Fig. 8 Stitched 3D digital microphotograph (×140, 1.1 µm/pixel)
showing the Girl’s lips
Fig. 9 Stitched 3D digital microphotograph (×140, 1.1 µm/pixel)
showing the left eye

paint layers, he used different brushes with varying
widths. In the final stages, Vermeer used a fine brush
loaded with paint to apply details, including the aforementioned dots and highlights.

Through these subtle effects, the viewer’s gaze is
directed to the parts that are in focus, creating a
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stronger and more intimate bond between the viewer
and the Girl [19].
What did the painting look like originally, and how has it
changed?

Preventive conservation measures are being taken at
the Mauritshuis to preserve Girl with a Pearl Earring
in as stable a condition as possible; however, it must
be acknowledged that physical and chemical changes
have occurred in the three-and-a-half centuries since
it left Vermeer’s studio. For example, the part of her
headscarf in shadow has a particularly patchy and whitish appearance due to the presence of large amounts of
chalk (probably as substrate of a—now faded—yellow
lake) in the ultramarine-containing paint [6, 9]. Degradation products have been identified within and at the
surface of paint layers [9]. Amorphous areas within samples mounted as cross-sections show that lead-containing paints have undergone saponification, resulting in
increased transparency [5]; the formation of lead soaps
is a common deterioration mechanism observed in aged
oil paintings. Some fugitive dyes have faded, but can be
detected under specific conditions: for example, red lake
incorporated into the shadow of the Girl’s jacket is now
barely visible to the naked eye, but luminesces in ultraviolet (UV)-induced fluorescence [1, 4]. The presence of
chalk in parts of her blue headscarf suggest that a yellow lake—now faded—may once have created greenish nuances in the shadow [6]. In the background, the
organic components of the glaze—yellow weld and blue
indigo—have both faded. The deterioration in the background has made Vermeer’s signature difficult to discern
(Figs. 3a, b); a visualisation of the signature was made by
tracing the MA-XRF maps of calcium and lead (Fig. 3c)
[7]. The deterioration in the background also masks the
presence of diagonal ‘folds’ on the right side of the painting [7]. Although it now appears to be a flat backdrop,
one of the most surprising new findings is that Vermeer
painted diagonal painted lines in the upper right corner,
and colour variations on the right side of the painting.
These suggest that he originally intended the background
to depict a green curtain behind the Girl [2, 7].
The 2018 Girl in the Spotlight examination chose to
focus on Vermeer’s original materials, but it is important
to reflect on the conservation history to understand how
Girl with a Pearl Earring survives in its current condition,
both helped and hindered by the well-intended restoration treatments of the past [1, 2, 17]. It should be remembered that the authorship and importance of this painting
had been forgotten prior to its ‘rediscovery’ as a work by
Vermeer at the end of the nineteenth century [22]. It had
suffered in harsh environmental conditions and developed a network of cracks, in some places exacerbated by
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restoration treatments in the early twentieth century [2,
8]. This explains, for example, why the impasto in several
areas—most notably the pearl—was unfortunately flattened during historic linings (Fig. 2).
The imaging techniques used in the recent examination
document the condition of the painting at this specific
moment in time, and serve as a reference for changes that
may occur in the future. They detected some of the restoration materials used in the past, including those used in
the most recent (1994) treatment (Fig. 10) [2, 20, 23]. The
topography of the painting was measured and visualised
using several scientific techniques [8]. 3D scanning techniques, coupled with information about the deterioration
of specific pigments, could lead to the development of 3D
prints that approximate the appearance of both the surface colour and texture of Girl with a Pearl Earring when
the painting left Vermeer’s studio.

Conclusion
The Girl in the Spotlight technical examination was an
object-focused study that aimed to reveal new insights
about the materials and techniques that Vermeer used
around the mid-1660s to bring Girl with a Pearl Earring
to life. In the future, these findings can be considered
within the context of Vermeer’s oeuvre and paintings by
other artists who worked in Delft [10].
Almost a quarter century elapsed between the Vermeer Illuminated (1994) and Girl in the Spotlight (2018)

Fig. 10 Stitched 3D digital microphotograph (×140, 1.1 µm/pixel)
showing the right eye. The paint covering cracks on the left side of
the image is retouching
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projects [1]. Both were considered state-of-the-art at the
time, but inevitably their outcomes were dependent on
the advancement of knowledge and technologies being
developed or adapted for the examination of artworks.
One of the most important advances is the current suite
of non-invasive technologies that map materials and
their location throughout the bulk of the artwork; however, (micro)-invasive samples were still needed to fully
comprehend the stratigraphy at specific points. The collective results from the different imaging techniques and
the analysis of samples far exceeded the knowledge that
could have been gained from each technique individually
[1]. If we consider the future of technical examination
projects and what they might offer 25 years from now,
it is the combination and co-registration of data from
new and different analytical techniques, and the way that
they complement each other, that will provide the fullest
understanding of an artwork.
Much like the geographic variety of materials that Vermeer used, the Girl in the Spotlight project was carried
out by a multidisciplinary team of scientists and stateof-the-art equipment from around the world. The twoweek technical examination in front of the public allowed
the team to share the first experience with visitors to
the Mauritshuis. Readers of Heritage Science will have
gained a more nuanced way of viewing and understanding the Girl and her making. Informed by the new findings from this examination and the ones that preceded it
[2], the Girl in the Spotlight team hope that everyone can
continue to look at Girl with a Pearl Earring with sheer
enjoyment, and sense the intimacy Vermeer created
between her and the beholder.
Experimental methods

All of the non-invasive imaging methods used during the
Girl in the Spotlight project, and the analytical methods
used to examine micro-samples, are listed in [1].
High‑resolution visible 3D digital microscopy

The painting was examined using the Hirox RH-2000 3D
digital microscope on a motorised ‘bridge’ stand with a
500 × 500 mm automatic motorised XY stage (200 nm
steps). The ‘bridge’ stand was made specifically for the
Girl in the Spotlight project to accommodate the painting, which was placed horizontally. The microscope zoom
lens MXB-5000REZ was mounted on the Hirox FB-E
Z-axis block with 30 mm motorised movement (50 nm
steps). It can achieve spatial sampling from 4.4 μm/pixel
(35×) down to 0.03 μm/pixel (5000×), and for the figures
in this article, 1.1 μm/pixel (140× magnification) with a
tile size of 2.1 × 1.31 mm was used. The illumination was
mixed: raking light (100% light intensity) and ring light/
dark field (10% light intensity).
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The microscope automatically acquired a series of
images in the Z-axis, capturing each focus layer and then
combining them in one single all-in-focus image (also
known as Z-stacked or extended depth of field) as well
as a TDR file (Hirox 3D file format), which includes true
colours and altitude, so that the XYZ coordinates were
registered for each pixel. The microscope then moved in
the X and/or Y direction to the next tile. In addition to
an automatic scan of the complete painting at 35× with
4.4 μm/pixel, nine areas of interest were scanned at 140×
(1.1 μm/pixel). The resulting high-resolution 3D stitching
are displayed in an optimised web-based interface giving
easy access to very high level of detail where individual
pigment particles can be visualised and measured: www.
micro-pano.com/pearl. The Hirox RH-2000 software
with the 3D stitching option (modified specifically for
this project) was used to calibrate, display and program
a fully automatic XYZ acquisition with selectable overlap.
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